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Psychological change in egogram for university student for years
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Abstract
Background: Health problems concerning psychosomatic bio-psycho-social matters have been recently
emphasized. Among them, the research for transactional analysis (TA) and egogram have been in focus. Authors
have investigated egograms in various subjects including university students.

Case presentation: The case is a 23-year old male student. When he entered the university at 19 years, his
egogram was good-hearted type (Type Na). His current egogram is administrator type (AC inferior). Concerning
egogram factors, the actual values were as follows: Critical Parent (CP) was 3 to 5, Nurturing Parent (NP) was 14
to 15, Adult (A) was 5 to 15, Free Child (FC) was 8 to 12 and Adapted Child (AC) was 12 to 5.
Discussion: Elevated CP may be from understanding rules and organizational theories in society. Increased A is
probably from learning the expertise of liberal arts, computers, mechanics and others in the university. When he
was a freshman, he could not decide several matters by following other people from high AC level. Through his
various experiences, he can judge adequately with achieving human growth. Consequently, AC seemed to be at
the standard level. The current report will be expected to become useful reference for further research in the
future.
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Introduction

individual [2,3].

People are living in current society associated with
various stresses. Therefore, in order to maintain our
health, it is necessary to take appropriate measures
not only for the body but also for the mind. In recent
years, discussions on bio-psycho-social issues, selfefficacy, and self-affirmation have been recognized in
psychology, psychosomatic medicine, psychiatry,
education, and other fields [1]. These points would be
related to the personality and egogram of each

In the actual practice of psychology, transactional
analysis (TA) has been introduced by Eric Berne. He
proposed a new trial method as one of the personality
theory [4]. It was a psychotherapy to evaluate human
adequate communication, using three ego states in
each person, which are the fundamental PAC model
with P (Parent), A (Adult) and C (Child). Consecutively,
John Dusey developed the theory into application of
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five egos [5]. They are Critical Parent (CP), and
Nurturing Parent (NP), Adult (A), Free Child (FC)
and Adapted Child (AC) [5,6].

test 4 years ago when he entered Tokushima
University at the age of 19. These results of TEG were
compared and investigated with the discussion of TEG
after receiving university education for 4 years.

The study method of egogram has been
implemented in Japan, and research has been
conducted in a version by Tokyo University [7]. The
authors have studied egograms in a variety of
subjects including university students [8,9].
Especially, we have continuous relationship with
them for years at university [8]. In this study, we will
report a case where we examined the change in
egogram at entering the university and entering
graduate school.

The results from both the TEG test were shown in
(Fig-1). Regarding the psychological type, there was a
change in the egogram type between 4 years ago and at
present. The previous type was a good-hearted type
(Type Na type), and the recent type was an
administrator type (AC inferior type). Concerning the
detail data of 5 factors, the actual values were as
follows: CP was 3 to 5, NP was 14 to 15, A was 5 to 15,
FC was 8 to 12 and AC was 12 to 5.

Case presentation

Discussion
st

The case is a 23-year old male student. He is 1
grade of university graduate student at present. He
received a psychological test of Tokyo University
Egogram (TEG) recently. He received the same TEG

As for the development of egogram research, TEG
has been applied in Japan. The standard data were
shown in thousands of subjects [7-11]. Authors and coresearchers showed the difference egogram pattern in

Fig-1: The changes in the egogram for 4 years.
st
Blue line: 1 grade in university at 19 years old.
st
Red line: 1 grade in postgraduate course at 23 years old.
Green arrow: direction of change
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subjects related with music learner, music teacher
and control [12]. There is a research of egogram and
personality concerning white-coat hypertension [13].
Further, the personality trait of hypertension seems
to have low FC and high AC, suggesting that such
personality may be involved in elevated blood
pressure [14]. A recent study revealed that patients
with atopic dermatitis showed characteristic egogram
tendency and personality trait [15]. Thus, egogram
research has been developed so far in various
diseases and situations.
In the current study, the case showed the changes
in egograms through four years of studying liberal
arts and professional education. When the research
of the egogram is conducted, three parts would be
discussed respectively, which are parent, adult, and
child [4].
Firstly, P factors include CP and NP. CP factor
increased for 4 years. This may be involved in
understanding rules and organizational theories. NP
factor is almost the same, and it seems that there was
no change in the kindness to others. Concerning NP
factor, this factor has been a characteristic trait factor
for the Japanese people [11]. In the egogram study for
Japanese people, NP predominance pattern (kind
mother or nursemaid type) has been frequently
observed [11]. It shows the most common type at
15.8% among middle to elderly aged subjects [16]. In
recent years, however, westernized ideas, behavior
and lifestyle have been introduced in Japan. Then, the
frequency of the adult dominant pattern (computer
and intellectual type) has been increasing [8]. This
tendency is the same in our research for university
graduate students [10-17].
Secondly, Adult factor has increased in 4 years.
Interpretation of this rise is thought to show the
improved overall ability from university education
for long [6]. In particular, the case has been a student
majoring in engineering. Learning the expertise of
computers and optics may have further increased the
adult factor [8]. Through his various experiences for
years, it has become possible to judge various matters
correctly and adequately associated with achieving
human growth.
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Thirdly, Child factors showed the changes of FC and
AC for 4 years. Elevated FC factor may present the
psychological benefit of enjoying various matters [6].
On the other hand, the AC factor declined. When he
entered the university 4 years ago, he did not feel
confident and then he had to adjust to the actions and
judgments of the people around him. This is
speculated from an elevated AC level before [10].
After that, however, he has learned the liberal arts
and specialized knowledge and information to a higher
extent. He showed increased Adult recently, and then
some confidence seems to be brought. Then, it is no
longer necessary for him to follow other people around
him, representing that AC factor has dropped to the
standard level [9].
It is noteworthy that the AC factor and the balance
with the other four factors are adequate. This is
suitable for the qualities of leaders in various
organizations [6]. In the medical practice, it is a
preferable egogram that can be perfect for the nurse
leader in the hospital ward. This egogram type seems
to indicate a good administrator. One with such
personality would have the ability to control both
individuals and general management [17]. Thus, the
postgraduate student seems to grow in the university
education.
In this case, his own comment has been present. He
has realized that he could grow during 4 years in the
university. Specifically, he became to make reasonable
decisions and to have responsibility for various jobs
[8]. He has always thought deeply and he could
improve and develop himself through his research life
in the university [9]. He has been confident to be
supported by egogram changes.
In summary, 23-year-old student showed the
egogram changes with increased CP, A, FC and
decreased AC factors. The results suggested the
possibility of understanding organization rules and
theories, judging various matters correctly and
adequately, enjoying several situations and increasing
his confidence for reasonable judgment in his daily life.
We expect that current report would become useful
reference for further research in the future.
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